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Beyond 2020 framework instrument
A future free from chemical and waste harm

Strategic Objective 1
Strategic Objective 2
Strategic Objective 3
Strategic Objective 4
Strategic Objective 5

Indicator/Accountability Framework – with defined criteria

Integrated management of chemicals to advance the circular economy

Basic Chemicals Management Capacities

Industry/NGO pledges and dialogues

IOMC - WHO, OECD, ILO, FAO, UNEP etc and their governing bodies

UN Science Policy Panel

Ad hoc multi-stakeholder/Scientific group

UNFCCC
Biodiversity Convention CBD
One Health
UNGP

ILO Conventions and declarations, OECD guidelines, Codes of conduct, IHR

Additional finance

Integrated FINANCE

GEF

Special Programme

SIP

Integrated FINANCE
SCENE SETTING FOR BEYOND 2020

OBJECTIVES AND EXPECTATIONS OF IP4

TIMELESS VISION – to consider beyond 2030

COMMON UNDERSTANDING of the strategic elements required for a new instrument

CREATE a document with a “core” body and annexes - which may be updated later on

CLEAR AND SIMPLE language to communicate our work

AMBITIOUS yet achievable goals agreed and engage a wide but relevant stakeholder community
SCENE SETTING FOR BEYOND 2020

EXPECTATIONS REGARDING THE ‘IN-SESSION’ WORK

- **THEMATIC GROUPS** to address outstanding issues in addition to informal dialogues
- **SET OF TARGETS** to support clear and communicable strategic objectives
- **OPERATIONALIZE** proposals that have been suggested since we last met
- **SCOPE OF THE FRAMEWORK** – using the targets & indicators to frame the scope specifically for “waste”
- **REVISE AND EDIT** the current text to create a better framework
- **LINKAGES WITH THE NEW SCIENCE POLICY PANEL** – key for Issues of Concern
- **STAKEHOLDER’S PARTICIPATION AND PARTNERSHIPS**
- **FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS** – accessibility to funds
SCENE SETTING FOR BEYOND 2020

**KEY DELIVERABLES EXPECTED FROM IP4**

- Single consolidated document at the end of IP4 for consideration at ICCM 5
- Common understanding of the key work of the new framework and how this will be achieved
- Set of targets which include both aspirational and measurable ones
- Robust means of taking stock of progress including criteria for developing good indicators - although we do not foresee detailed discussions on indicators.
SCENE SETTING FOR BEYOND 2020

EXPECTED BEHAVIOUR

- A constructive, co-operative and willing-to-compromise mindset
- Be creative, find solutions

Enjoy and smile 😊
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